CITY OF BURBANK

MOTOR SWEEPER OPERATOR

DEFINITION

Under direction, to operate, make adjustments, perform broom replacement, and minor running repairs to motor-driven street sweepers; to keep operating records and make reports of work performed; and perform related work as required.

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS

Operates a mechanical motor-driven street sweeper to clean streets; adjusts brooms and motors, changes gears, elevates mechanism and spray nozzles; dumps loads of sweepings, fills water tanks, and lubes and washes equipment; services equipment after each shift; assists in changing tires, fan belts, and replacing worn or damaged brooms; inspects sweeper daily for needed repairs or adjustments; keeps records of streets swept, hours worked, mileage on brooms and sweepers, and unusual or hazardous conditions encountered; maintains clean sweeper facilities and work areas; operates other equipment such as trucks, loaders, and graders.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

Employment Standards:

- Knowledge of – mechanical operation of diesel and gas-powered construction and maintenance equipment; the operation and maintenance of such equipment.
- Skills in – aptitude in the manipulation of machines.
- Ability to - adapt to the operation of motor sweeper equipment; carry out general oral and written assignments without continuous supervision; prepare daily routine reports; perform all required sweeper maintenance duties; learn the general layout of the City; establish and maintain effective working relationships with supervisors, fellow employees, and the public.

Education/Training: One year of recent experience operating motorized equipment with multiple controls such as skip loader, ditcher, or dump truck.

License & Certificates: A valid California Class “B” driver’s license or equivalent at time of appointment.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

None.